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If no, what tools or resources do you need?

something to motivate me

cant think of any rn

pencils pens

more equipment and more hands on chemistry.

Everything that CCS has

better things, upgraded computers, art supplies, and actually working chargers

sharp pencils and erasers

pencis and sisers

no

pencil cromebook aka cumputer note book paper

for things to be unblocked and more play equipment

nothing

can i have new Ticonderoga pencils please

not none😅

I don't need any

IDK.

pencil not being stolen um plastic folders and a helper teaher

stress toy's

A swing set.

folder pencill

pencails



I wish the following after school activities were available at CCS (Art, cooking, computer
classes, plants/gardening, crafts, recreational sports, world languages)

yes

chess club, gagaball club (?!?!), clubs students can make

yes

cooking😺

Cooking/Baking

crafts and sports

fishing, hunting, mudding,

fishing club.



we have art and computer classes i just wish there were cooking, speak diff languages like

Japanese,

Well maybe computer class but im happy because there is a mountain bike club

Computer class yes oh god and soccer

Any kind of sport

Art, cooking, crafts, languages

cooking,plants/gardening,crafts and computer classes

World languages

yes that would be nice and fun

no

i wish there was a football team

yup

computer classes

Art, Cooking, and more sport actives through the school.

football cooking would be awesome

cooking

all

cooking, computer classes, sports

language cooking craft

crafts,cooking🐼

personally i think the hat rue is pretty unfair. I say this because there are girls that can have crazy

weird died hair. they can wear chokers but guys and some girls dont get to where a HAT. I think this

is pretty unfair and quit dumb in my opinion. There is not a law that says nobody can wear a hat in

school. And some people would like to wear a hat because there having a very bad hair day or

something went wrong at home. I say this with expeince. So please think twice about this hat rule.

ONE more thing my school Rosemount changed this rule because i spoke up and made a move

about it.



*New students only* Why did you choose CCS?

idk

im not new, ive been here for years

i've been here for 5 years

its closer to my house

Beacuse pequot school didint really help me bc my grades in the school wasnt good bc they didnt

help me and this school helps me a lot my grades are way better now because of all the help

well i choose css because they didn't required mask

Because it was the closes to where we moved and we herd good things about it

i dont know

my mom did and i dont know why

It was the only school open during the 2020 / 2021 school year lol

I'm not new

i was forced

my old school was not right for me

It is a small school

because it was in town

to have a new start

The thing I like most about CCS is…

size

hanging with friends

my freinds

The Teachers

it is a small school

switching classes

gym, musing, L,A

small school, you know everybody

They help me when i need help

idk everything but the outside activities are fun



The freedom and nice teachers

People

the small classrooms

environmental

The flexible learning schedule

most of my friend and my teachers

nothing

its not to strict and the staff cares about you

The teachers and MOST of my classmates

freinds

all tecechersare nice

friends

The smaller classes. It lets kids and teachers interact more instead of one teacher trying to help 25

kids or such.

food friends and filed trips

its cool

computer classes & messing around with my friends (at the right time)

How hands on it is

uh the two decent ppl here ig

all my freinds

the food

That we do archery

The amazing environment around us and the school forest on our backyard

the teachers, paras

We have computers.

everything

It is a small community

that i have a friend and more friends

the teacher's

there are lots of things to look forward for (events, field trips ect.)

The staff and the being able to socialize with my peers + friends.



Small classes and teachers/ paras are easy to talk to.

small school

recess

soical studies

that its a small school so things dont get too out of hand

I like the teachers and the small school and how outdoorsy we are

the field trips

archery and seeing my friends

How nice the teachers are.

the people

my teachers

One thing I would like to change about CCS is…

nothing

longer lunch period

how we talk and treat each other (also teachers)

The way they disaplen everyone even if they are special ed.

they allow hats it just i like wherein hats

i feel like we should go outside more

more time outside

no more health!!!!

a lot of people leave the school cause we don't have sports

no bad things and if someone does a bad thing and the class is doing a fun thing the person how did

a bad thing should not do a fun thing insted of the hole class

fun

To have pets at school

no swearing and inapropriate stuff and racism

mrs klang and mrs g

Math. Math. Math. Math. Math. Math. Math. Math. Math. Math. Math. Math. Math. Math. Math.

Math. Math. Math.

MORE PARTYS🥳



no pda

more partys 🎉

no blocking websites that are okay.

more free time on fridays

noting

its to be more involved in stuff

friendlier people

more food

We should have more gym and music time.

where it is putting it's money

i would change how recess currently works

better sports

unblock everything and have sports

We need more stuff for the playground and a new tech person who doesn't block everything, stuff we

use for class is blocked 90% of the time.

more after school activities

how some of the teachers act towards some of the students.

Discipline. If someone does something wrong say, make an inappropriate joke they get nothing more

then a slap on the wrist. I would like that changed. Also, the computer banning system. If kids are

playing games on the computer during class, that should be that one kids problem. They should have

their computer taken away when not necessary instead of blocking the whole app for the whole

school. I find it unjust.

more sports

I would like to change some things but they don't seem important for future students. The one thing

is though is that sometimes people -like the workers- tend to ignor bad behavior (like swearing and

some other concerning things) of students and I would like for that to change, what I mean is

probably getting a call home or getting sent to the office I don't see them doing that often (now, I am

not saying that they all ignor this problem but some do and it is very bothersome)

THIS DUMB HAT RULE!!!!!!

a lot

more food portions

the fact that anything fun is blocked



The class sizes

eh idk

how immature some of these kids are

have more freedom on are coumpter and more sports

getting more lunch

The High school system, I wish there was a high school building.

How do you promote the mission of CCS : "Growing environmentally literate, community
impacting learnings of excellence"?

idk

good

perfect

more garbage clean up days around town, maybe a bigger garden and more fish!

Pick up litter when I see it.

I clean up trash on walks.

i help picked up the ditches and dont litter

pay more attention to outdoors and helping the school with things

not throw trash out windows

i don't do it all the time but i do the best i can

by turning off lights when they don't need to be on

i don't know

not really

By seeing if (some) people are alright

i recycle

4.6 stars/5

Really

i help the enviorment

I transplanted grass.

I try to learn new things

lights off behind me

turning off lights



its really environmental

turn off lights behind me

We recycle, and I learn new things everyday.

by being mindful about the environment.

i participate in school events to help the school grow

dont know

we do road side pick up and we take in trouts and raise them we also recycle and have a school

Forrest

We are so environmentally friendly we actually use Eco mode on everything.

I don't litter, try to help pick up garbage when on walks

sometimes tell people about the school and how it is

We are more careful about the environment

The school has nurtured my love of reading.

by going to this school and giving money for some fun raysers

I have done roadside clean up on multiple occasions I turn the lights out??

idk i really don't pay much attention to it

fundraisers

i turn off lights when i leave a room, its instinct

i dont do anything UuU

By learning about food waste and paying attention to the waste we produce.

Not completely sure how I, myself, do but I listen to what I'm told to do

recycling

By going on environmental field trips.




